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Specifications                                        
Low Temperature Unit

Temperature Range 5ºC to ambient room temperature+5ºC

Temperature Control PID (Pt sensor)
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High Temperature Unit

Temperature Range Room temp.+5ºC 70ºC

Temperature Control PID (Pt sensor)

Temperature Stability (±0.3% of set temp.)+(±1LSD)

Heater 300W (for temperature gradient)

Rocker

    Motion Monode rocking motion

    Angle (Max.) 30 degree

    Speed 20 to 70 rpm, set in 1 rpm increments

Incubator

    Block Al conductivity block

    Tube holders twelve 10mL L-shaped tubes as standard accessories

Detector

    Light source Tungsten lamps.           12 pcs.

    Detector Silicone photo-diodes    12 pcs.

    Filter 660nm glass filter

Recording

    Recorder 12 dots (6-colors×2)

    Chart 180mm width

    Accuracy of recording ±0.5%

    Feeding speed Automatic

    Record data Temperature and absorption data

Programming Functions

Auto start (time) After 15 to 300 min.

Auto start (temperature) Setting ±1ºC to ±5ºC range for temperature selected

Rocking time 2 to 99 min. (rocking)

0 to 99 min. (resting)

Measurement Interval 2 to 99 min.

Operation time 1 hr. to 250 hr.

Data output RS-232C, for temperature and absorption data

Safety device Circuit breaker, double anti-overheat device,

cooling water monitor, overload protector of the

rocking motor

Weight 180kg approx.

Accessories L-shaped tube          30pcs.

Coolant                      2L

Tray                              1 pc.

Chart paper               3 pcs.

Ribbon cassette     2 pcs.

frigerator 300W (air cooled hermetic type)

culation Pump 45W

ater 400W (for temperature gradient)

ater 700W (for constant temperature)

Temperature Stability (±0.3% of set temp.)+(±1LSD)

L-Shaped Culture Tubes 

By inserting L-shaped culture tubes into the gradient block,
an intermittent temperature-gradient incubation using a liquid
medium can be performed.
Up to 12 L-shaped culture tubes can be set at the same time.

Temperature Stability, 5º to 70º

Growth Curves of 12 Samples
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Operation Panel
• Easy to read LCD display 
• Temperature, rocking speed, and

measuring time can be easily
entered on the keypad 

Recorder 
Scale of recorder is in even increments: 

• set temperature range 0 to 100ºC 
• set absorption range OD 0 to 2 


